Data transfers and storage are dominating contributors to the area and power consumption for all modern multimedia applications. A cost-efficient realisation of these systems can be obtained by using high-level memory optimisations. This paper demonstrates that the state-of-the-art memory optimisation techniques only partly can deal with code from real-life multimedia applications. We propose a systematic preprocessing methodology that can be applied on top of the existing work. This opens more opportunities for existing memory optimisation techniques. Our methodology is complemented with a postprocessing step, which eliminates the negative effects of preprocessing and may further improve the code quality.
INTRODUCTION
Modern multimedia systems are characterised as applications with huge amount of data transfers and large memories. Thus, the memory subsystem in these applications consumes a major part of the overall area and energy. The utilisation of the memory subsystem by optimisation of global memory accesses usually brings significant energy savings. 8 Improving the temporal locality of the memory accesses also decreases the life-time of data elements and hence the required memory footprint.
Every recent high-level low-power design methodology contains a global loop transformation (GLT) stage. 8 20 26 This stage either improves the parallelization opportunities at the instruction or data level, or it improves the locality of data accesses so that data can be stored in lower levels of the memory hierarchy, resulting in significant area and power gains.
The loop transformations are nearly always performed on a geometrical model [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] which is very effective in dealing with generic loop transformations. 11 20 26 37 However, the geometrical model imposes strict limitations on the input code, namely it considers only the static control parts (SCoP). 6 The static control part is a maximal set of consecutive statements without while loops, where loop bounds and conditionals may only depend on invariants within this set of statements. These invariants include symbolic constants, formal function parameters and surrounding loop counters. Also, the geometrical model requires pointer-free single-assignment code in one function. 8 Clearly, this is not acceptable for the initial source code from a user and application point of view.
To alleviate this situation we propose a systematic preprocessing methodology dealing with data dependent constructs present in the initial source code which are the major limitation for geometrical model. In this paper, we do not consider applications with dynamic data types and dynamic memory allocation because this is out of the scope of the GLT and high-level optimizations we are using as a backend. For effective dynamic memory management methods, see Ref. [4] . The novel steps of our methodology addressed in this paper, are applied on top of the earlier published work in preprocessing (see Section 2) as shown in Figure 1 . All of our steps described in this paper are performed manually, but in a fully systematic way. The automation process is ongoing and it is out of the scope of the paper. For details about the current automation status see Refs. [29, 30] .
Our methodology enlarges the exploration scope of the GLT by creating scenarios based on similarity measure and moving the data dependent conditions down in the loop hierarchy. We demonstrate these principles on a simple motivation example of a decoder that decodes three types of frames, P, B, and I frames (see Fig. 2a ). The code for decoding the P frame is similar to the code for decoding the B frame, i.e., a lot of the same decoding moduleskernels (like motion compensation) is used for both, P and B frames. The I frame uses a lot of completely different modules-kernels for decoding. Thus, based on the similarity measure, it is beneficial to group the decoding of P and B frames together (first scenario) and keep decoding of I frames separate (second scenario) as shown in Figure 2c . In the scenario code which decodes I frames no data dependent constructs are present, it is just the pure sequential processing of the I frame. In the scenario code which decodes P and B frames data dependent conditions are still present which decide on the particular module-kernel for P or B frame. These constructs are hidden outside the scope of the GLT by the second part of our methodology which moves non-innermost data dependent conditions down in the loop hierarchy (see Fig. 2d ). Together with other existing steps (see Fig. 2b and Section 2) such preprocessed applications can exploit the benefits of the geometrical model and global loop transformations what was not feasible for the whole application before applying our preprocessing methodology. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys related work in global loop transformations and preprocessing. In Section 3 we describe MP3 audio decoder which is used as an example in this paper. Section 4 explains our preprocessing methodology. Section 5 describes our results on four real-life multimedia benchmarks and compares the results to the state-of-the-art work. Finally, in Section 6 we draw several conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Initial research in loop transformation for locality has focused on optimising locality in single perfectly nested loop by applying a single loop transformation. 37 This approach did not allow to optimise large buffers necessary for keeping data between loop nests. In Ref. [20] the perfectly nested loop nests are not required, but it is reported that the algorithm does not obtain very good results for imperfectly nested loop nests. The more generic approach for loop transformations involves applying a loop transformation on every statement in the loop nest. 11 14 This research was mainly focused on parallelisation, through. Moreover the approaches remain rather theoretical with scaling problems when dealing with practical applications where dozens of loop nests with lots of arrays can be present. McKinley et al. in Ref. [26] have improved data locality based on a simple yet accurate model which considers both temporal and spatial locality. However, only a limited set of loop transformations were driven by this model. Another method to improve data locality is to perform data transformations 9 or use fine-grain scheduling techniques. 3 Most of the research in this field was based on the use of geometrical models where the set of transformations is limited to affine matrices.
10-12 14 15 21 24 25 Other researchers did not use a geometrical model at all. Thus, they can usually apply only a very limited set of linear transformations. 2 5 28 31 The state-of-the art in application preprocessing which overcomes the strict limitations of the geometrical
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model used by most loop transformation approaches includes selective function inlining 1 (SFI), pointer analysis and conversion 33 16 (PA&C), dynamic single assignment (DSA) conversion, 35 and hierarchical rewriting. 8 Hierarchical rewriting partitions an application in three function layers. The first layer contains process control flow, the second layer contains loop hierarchy and indexed signals, and the third layer contains arithmetic, logic and datadependent operations (see also the Fig. 4a ). Only the second layer containing memory management is the target for high-level low-power optimisation.
As mentioned in the introduction, loop transformations performed on geometrical model do not deal with data dependent behaviour. 6 Still, some related work can be found in the high level hardware synthesis area. To deal with data-dependent control flow changes, a transformation technique to convert an iterative algorithm whose loop bounds are data dependent to an equivalent data independent regular algorithm has been proposed in Ref. [19] . However, the authors use the worst case assumption to define the structure of a given situation and lose information about data-dependent iterator bounds. In Ref. [22] a special internal representation is used to treat both dataflow and control-flow designs. This representation is meant for developing scheduling heuristics and it does not enable the GLT.
BENCHMARK DESCRIPTION AND PROFILING
We use one of our applications, the MP3 decoder, 22 as example during the rest of the paper. The MP3 decoder is a frame-based algorithm for decoding a bitstream from the perceptual audio coder. A frame is coding 1152 mono or stereo samples and is divided into two granules of 576 samples. Each granule consists of 32 subband blocks of 18 frequency lines and has two channels. One channel in one granule is called a block.
After receiving a frame, the frame is Huffman decoded (see decoder frontend in Fig. 3 ). Then, on the Huffman decoded frame, several kernels are applied (see the decoder backend in Fig. 3 ). For details about the different kernels, see Ref. [22] . In the rest of the paper, we will concentrate only on the decoder backend. The decoder frontend (Huffman decoder) is not data access intensive compared to the rest of the whole decoder and is also not suited for highlevel memory optimization because of irregular memory accesses and a lot of small look-up tables.
For the decoding of the MP3 blocks (a block is one channel in one granule), different methods are used depending of the initial coding of the block on the encoder site. Each block can be coded using short window, mixed window or one of three types of long window. Also, each block can be coded using stereo decoding or joint stereo decoding (middle side and/or intensity stereo decoding). Combination of these options introduces different modes of decoding, which are represented with data dependent conditions in the benchmark code. However, the occurrence of different modes is not the same. To identify the most probable ones, we have profiled our application with dozens realistic Mp3 bitstreams (see Table I ).
SYSTEMATIC PREPROCESSING OF DATA DEPENDENT CONSTRUCTS
We consider that the state of the art preprocessing steps listed in Section 2 have already been completed on the initial source code before applying the remaining steps of our methodology. In particular, we have applied SFI, PA&C, DSA, and hierarchical rewriting. In the MP3 audio decoder, one kernel was unrolled by a factor of 2. We have decided to roll-up this kernel which improved the structure of the code and allowed later better opportunities for GLT (loop fusion). An example of the code after preprocessing is shown in Figure 4a . Layer 1 contains process control flow, i.e., reading, decoding, and writing out one frame (1152 stereo samples). Layer 2 describes the loop hierarchy and indexed array signals of the decoding itself. This layer contains all information that is relevant for memory management which is the target for the high-level low-power optimisation. Layer 3 contains arithmetic, logic (e.g., requantization of one sample in the long block) and data-dependent operations (so this already eliminates the innermost conditions from the layer 2 code). The second layer is the input code for three new preprocessing steps addressed in this paper, namely:
(1) Identifying scenarios from profiling information (2) Moving non-innermost data dependent conditions to layer 3 (3) Extending data dependent iterator bounds
In the sequel all three new steps will be explained and demonstrated on different parts of the MP3 decoder.
Identifying Scenarios from Profiling Information
In real-life multimedia applications, various parts of the bitstream are coded with different methods depending on audio and video characteristics of the input signal (see Section 3 for an MP3 audio decoder). These different options introduce different modes of decoding as we discussed in previous Section (see Table I ), with possibly different computation and memory requirements. A set of modes is called a scenario. Scenarios are interesting because they can remove the outermost data dependent if conditions which are preventing from performing the GLT.
Identifying scenarios means first collecting the profiling information of all possible modes. Similar modes are then grouped together and create a scenario. Similarity is measured as ratio of the number of identical statements covered by execution of two decoding modes and the total number of statements covered by these modes, i.e., 
Note, that if i = j all statements are identical (we compute the similarity of the same mode) and the Similarity is 1. When there are no common statements in mode i and mode j the Similarity is 0. The similarity is computed only for modes, that are relevant, i.e., first n most frequently used modes that cover 90% of the whole execution time of the application. For the MP3 we have observed that only 6 modes cover 99.9% of the whole execution time so we took all of them. The 6 modes cover approximately 26% of all possible modes. After profiling and computing the similarity for the n = 6 most frequently used modes we have grouped together modes that had similarity measure close to 1. Using this approach we have created 2 scenarios for the MP3 audio decoder. The first scenario groups long blocks type 0,1,3 coded with stereo or middle side coding (see Table I ). The second scenario contains short blocks type 2 coded with stereo or middle side coding. For the rest, i.e. the 18 uncovered modes we create one backup scenario.
By creating scenarios, we eliminate most of the outermost data dependent conditions in the code targeted for optimisation. This is done by separation of modes to different groups we call scenarios (compare layer 2 in Palkovic et al. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b ). On the other hand, this leads to significant code size overhead due to the duplication of the code. The cost of scenario creation is mainly in code duplication and thus in the code size increase. The gain is in the reduction of number of memory accesses to expensive off-chip memories after high-level GLT. These transformations can be also beneficial for code size as we will see in the sequel. Without scenario creation these transformations will not be feasible. However, scenarios need to be detected effectively at the run time in the modified code.
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To illustrate this on our benchmark, with the grouping mentioned above, we have initially increased the code size by 50%. However, this grouping has enabled GLT that have not been feasible before. After these transformations the overall code size increase is only 2%, while the reduction in the number of main data memory accesses is significant as we will see in Section 5. In general, we group paths with the highest similarity measure, thus the code size increase is kept under control. The remaining steps of the methodology do not increase the code size at all.
Moving Non-Innermost Data Dependent
Conditions to Layer 3
In this step we move data dependent if conditions down in the loop hierarchy.
We have eliminated most of the outermost data dependent conditions by creating scenarios as we have described in Subsection 4.1. However, one scenario contains several modes, i.e. some outermost data dependent conditions remain. Example, in scenario 1 of our MP3 audio decoder example (long blocks type 0,1,3 and stereo/joint middle side stereo decoding) the data dependent condition in stereo decoding kernel is present (see Fig. 5a ). Note, that the data dependent condition which decides the active one among long blocks 0,1,3 is innermost and is already hidden in layer 3 of the IMDCT kernel. Also, the code can contain data dependent conditions in the middle of the loop hierarchy.
To eliminate the rest of the outermost and middle data dependent conditions we move them down in the loop hierarchy to hide them also in layer 3. When moving down in the loop hierarchy, the condition is evaluated many more times. If these conditions create too much overhead for the control-flow, they can be optimized using techniques similar to Falk et al. 13 after GLT. Also, for our example, the stereo decoding kernel is the only place where the data dependent condition is preventing the loop fusion of all kernels. So to hide his condition in layer 3 may have a huge positive impact on data transfers to main memory and thus on overall power consumption. This stresses the importance of moving the condition down. Note, that the step 4.2 is complementary with the step 4.1 and together they solve the whole problem of data dependent conditions in the application. That is, the outermost and middle data dependent conditions that have not been handled in step 4.1 are moved to layer 3 in step 4.2. The overhead of moving data-dependent conditions to layer 3 will be eliminated in our postprocessing step by applying the hoisting techniques of Gupta et al. 18 and the loop nest splitting techniques by Falk et al. 13 
Extending Data Dependent Iterator Bounds
In this step we replace the data dependent iterator bound by a worst case bound and we add a data dependent if condition inside the loop.
In the MP3 decoder the decoded data are divided in three regions: big_value, count1 and rzero region. The borders of the count1 region are data dependent and only first two regions are decoded in the requantization kernel. This is resulting in a data dependent iteration bound (see Fig. 6a ) which is not acceptable for GLT. Thus, we have to extend the data dependent iterator bound to the worst case and data dependent condition inside the loop (see Fig. 6b ). The extension to worst case increases the number of iterations of that particular loop, however could be beneficial for energy after applying GLT.
If we use the worst case for the upper bound (576 samples) in the requantization kernel of the MP3 decoder, we increase the average number of iterations for this loop from 473 to 576. This results in 22% more iterations. The benefit is in the opportunity to merge this kernel with the remaining kernels. Thus we eliminate large intermediate buffers and reduce the number of main memory accesses as we will see in Section 5.
Note, that if the introduced condition is non-innermost, we have to move the if condition to layer 3. This means locally to repeat step 4.2 for this condition.
RESULTS
In this section we report our results for all four real-life multimedia applications: a whole MP3 audio decoder, 22 a requantization and ordering kernel from an audio decoder, a DivX5.x video decoder, 27 and a QSDPCM video coder. 34 We have applied our preprocessing methodology on top of existing preprocessing work as explained in Section 4. After that, the GLT step has been applied (mainly strip mining, loop interchange, and loop fusion) to improve the temporal locality. First strip mining and loop interchange have been applied to be able to fuse the kernels optimally. The script to apply such loop transformations is not the focus of this paper though. A description of the main principles can be found in related work for loop transformations. 11 20 26 37 After loop fusion, the advanced signal propagation 35 and in-place 17 have been used to eliminate large intermediate buffers.
Although beneficial for memory optimisations, the preprocessing introduces usually instruction and controlflow overhead (e.g., code duplication, extending the loop bounds, moving if conditions down in the loop hierarchy and thus execute it more often). However, the postprocessing techniques and tools like the one of Falk et al. 13 for optimising control flow or code hoisting techniques and common subexpression elimination techniques for elimination of code duplication 18 can be used to remove the negative preprocessing effects and further improve the code quality.
After these high-level optimisations, we have used the ATOMIUM profiling tool together with Memory Hierarchy Layer Assignment (MHLA) 7 tool. The MHLA technique performs optimal assignment of arrays and their copy candidates (small data reuse copies to memory closer to the data-path) in the program to the predefined data memory Table II . Comparison of # main memory (MM) accesses of initial application (initial), loop transformed application after existing preprocessing (GLT), and loop transfomred application after our preprocessing for data-dependent constructs on top (PRE + GLT). The last two columns show improvement using our techniques comparing PRE + GLT and GLT results. hierarchy in order to obtain low-power solution (see Fig. 7 ). We have observed the traffic from/to main memory and we have determined the number of main memory accesses for an optimised memory organisation.
In Table II we can see the results in the number of main memory accesses for our four benchmarks. Column two shows the results for initial applications. Columns three and four show the results for state-of-the-art preprocessed and loop transformed applications. Column five and six show the results for loop transformed applications after both, state-of-the-art and our preprocessing methodology. It is clear that our methodology enables better utilisation of GLT, leading to overall better results when compared to the state-of-the-art approaches without our technique. This will be substantiated in the experiments described below.
We have shown our technique on the MP3 audio decoder through this paper (see Section 3). Using only state-of-the-art work, we are able to optimize 25% lines of source code of the application, namely frequency inversion and polyphase synthesis filterbank kernels. This leads to 82.2% reduction in the number of main memory accesses compared to the initial version (see column 4 in Table II ). This reduction is mainly due to transformations in the synthesis polyphase filterbank kernel. The remaining kernels cannot be preprocessed and optimised. However, if we apply also our methodology, it enables to optimise 87.5% lines of source code of the application and leads to a further improvement of 45.8% (see column 7 and 8 in Table II ) in the number of main memory accesses.
A second test vehicle we consider is the requantization and ordering kernels from an audio decoder. The requantization kernel reads each frame in average 400 × 2 × 2 samples. After processing, these samples are written to an intermediate buffer from which they are read into ordering kernel based on data dependent condition. The ordering kernel outputs 576×2×2 samples. By eliminating the data dependent condition between the requantization and the reordering kernel we are able to merge those two kernels together. This transformation will eliminate the write and read to the intermediate buffer which is quite large and was placed in the off-chip memory by the MHLA tool. It results in the improvement of 35% in the number of main memory accesses (see column 7 and 8 in Table II) what was not feasible during the presence of the data dependent condition.
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Our third test vehicle is the DivX5.x video decoder. It is extracted from the ffmpeg library of mplayer application 27 and profiled using dozens realistic DivX movies. This application was already heavily optimised and targeted particularly i686 architecture. Still we have been able to gain 3.3% (see column 7 and 8 in Table II ) in the number of main memory accesses. Without our preprocessing it is infeasible to do any loop transformation on this application. In this application, also a lot of postprocessing (e.g., control-flow optimisation, elimination of code duplication) is needed. This application shows that the benefit of the high-level optimisations can be fully exploited only when targeting the initial specification which is not optimised towards any particular platform.
Finally, the QSDPCM application does not contain all important features for our methodology. It has only one mode resulting in 1 scenario. So the first step of our methodology cannot be applied for this application. Still a lot of data dependent conditions are hidden by applying step 2 of our methodology resulting in 31.3% gain (see column 7 and 8 in Table II ) in the number of main memory accesses compared to existing techniques.
In summary we have created significant additional opportunities for GLT (up to 45.8% reduction of number of main memory accesses). However, our methodology does not only improve the opportunity for high-level low-power optimisations, particularly GLT. It can also improve the opportunity for low-level optimisations, like the introduction of fine-grain data level parallelism. By enabling loop transformations for our example benchmark, the two channels can be decoded in parallel using SIMD instructions. This can halve the number of remaining main memory accesses and significantly reduce the area and energy cost on top of GLT improvements.
CONCLUSIONS
Current multimedia programs are characterised as applications with a lot of data dependent constructs. These constructs may considerably hamper optimization opportunities. Therefore, novel preprocessing methodologies are needed.
This paper proposes a systematic preprocessing methodology dealing with data dependent constructs in reallife multimedia applications. The methodology has been explained and demonstrated on the MP3 audio decoder. Finally, results from four real-life multimedia applications have been discussed showing the large potential of this methodology giving reduction in the number of main memory accesses up to 45.8%.
